Abstract. We propose a new approximation for the distribution of the time of the first crossing of a high level u by random process Vs−cs, where Vs, s > 0, is compound renewal process and c > 0. It significantly outperforms the existing approximations, particularly in the region around the critical point c = c * which separates processes with positive and negative drifts. This approximation is tightly related to generalized inverse Gaussian distributions.
Introduction
Inverse Gaussian distribution (see Jørgensen (1982) , Chhikara and Folks (1989) , Seshadri (1999) ) has probability density function (p.d.f.) f x; µ, λ, − . It is "inverse" in that sense that while Gaussian distribution describes a Brownian motion's position at a fixed time, the inverse Gaussian distribution describes the distribution of the time a Brownian motion with positive drift takes to reach a fixed positive level.
Inverse Gaussian distribution has attracted a lot of researchers' interest. Seshadri (1997) (see also Morlat (1956) ) attributes its invention to Halpen (1941) . Furthermore, Chaudry and Zubair (2002) , with reference to Jørgensen (1982) , attribute the invention of generalized inverse Gaussian distribution to Good (1953) .
In the study of this distribution, paramount is finding explicit expression remark, as it seems, is applicable to a series of works devoted to generalized incomplete Gamma function (see, e.g., Chaudry and Zubair (2001) , Chaudry and Zubair (2002) ). In this paper, instead of Brownian motion, we are focused on the random process V s − cs, where N s = max {n > 0 : n i=1 T i s}, or 0, if T 1 > s, is renewal, and V s = Ns i=1 Y i or 0, if N s = 0 (or T 1 > s), is compound renewal processes. In risk theory, V s and N s are called aggregate claim payout and claim arrival processes respectively. This setting is important in various other fields of applied probability (see, e.g., § 22 in Takács (1967) for random walks with random displacements).
Put R s = u + cs − V s , s 0. In risk theory, it is called risk reserve process. We will show that inverse Gaussian and generalized inverse Gaussian distributions play a paramount role in approximating P{Υ t}, where Υ = inf {s > 0 : R s < 0}, or +∞, as R s 0 for all s > 0. It is the time of first crossing of level u by the process V s −cs. In risk theory, Υ is called time of the first ruin, and P{Υ t} = ψ t (u, c) = P {inf 0<s t R s < 0} is called probability of ruin within time t.
Using associated random walks 3 and ladder technique, the approximations of ψ t (u, c), as u → ∞, were investigated in von Bahr (1974) and in Malinovskii (1994) . In Malinovskii (2000) , it was shown that this technique has limited applicability for c approaching c * , as u → ∞. The reasons for it, deeply connected with the essence of this technique, were discussed in Malinovskii and Kosova (2014) . The present paper is a development of Malinovskii (2017) , where more detailed discussion of the novelty of our method is held, and more references are given.
Approximation for distribution of the time of first level crossing
Further in this paper, by f T1 (t), f T (t) and f Y (t) we denote p. Denote by P{v < Υ t | T 1 = v} the distribution of Υ conditioned by T 1 = v. It is easily seen that for 0 < v < t P{Υ t} = 3 In the random walk or risk theoretic context, to pass to the associated random walk is considered basic technique originating with Craméer (see, e.g., Feller (1971) , ch. XII, § 4). .2), for exponential T with parameter λ and exponential Y with parameter µ, as λ = µ = 1, v = 0, u = 50, t = ∞ (above), t = 1000 (below).
Theorem 2.1. In the above model, let p.d.f. f T (y) and f Y (y) be bounded from above by a finite constant,
Denote by 5 I 1 (z) the modified Bessel function of the first kind of order 1.
Theorem 2.2. Assuming that T and Y are exponential with parameters λ > 0 and µ > 0 respectively, for 0 < v < t we have
In Section 4, we will show that
as u+cv → ∞, with explicitly written right-hand sides. The latter means that M t (u, c, v),
2) will be expressed in terms of c.d.f. of generalized inverse Gaussian distributions. This converts the approximation (2.4) into the usual-form asymptotic expansions with explicitly written main and first correction terms.
Elementary components and generalized inverse Gaussian distributions
Definition 3.1. By elementary 6 components we call
where k = 0, 1, 2, . . . .
By K p (z) we denote modified Bessel function of the second kind (see Section 6.4).
Definition 3.2. The generalized inverse Gaussian distribution with real p and λ > 0, µ > 0 is given by p.d.f.
Bearing in mind that
e −z , for p = 1 2 the equality (3.1) rewrites as f x; µ, λ,
2 , the equality (3.1) rewrites as
2 the equality (3.1) rewrites as
In Section 6.6, we outlined the method by Binet (1841). It allows us to calculate c.d.f. corresponding to p.d.f. (3.2)-(3.5) in an explicit form. For brevity, we skip detailed demonstration of this calculation. The reader can verify its correctness by means of direct differentiation of c.d.f. given below in Theorems 3.1-3.4.
6 Elementary, as compared to Mt(u, c, v), Ft(u, c, v) , St(u, c, v) introduced in (2.3). 7 See Lemma 6.7 which yields the expressions for K 1/2 (z) = K −1/2 (z), K 3/2 (z), and K 5/2 (z).
Theorem 3.1. For λ > 0, µ > 0, we have
Theorem 3.2. For λ > 0 and µ > 0, we have
Let us express the elementary components I
[k]
t (u, c, v) , k = 0, 1, 2, 3, first through c.d.f. of generalized inverse Gaussian distributions, and second through Φ (0,1) (x).
, c c * .
(3.6)
Proof. Note that
. (3.7)
For 0 < c c * , from where follows µ > 0, we use the first equation (3.7) and have
For c c * , from where followsμ > 0, we use the second equation (3.7) and have
Applying Theorem 3.1 to these integrals, we get (3.6), as required.
Taking advantage of Theorem 3.1, we rewrite (3.6) as
, c c * ,
which can be rewritten for all c > 0 as
(3.10)
Proof. The proof is quite similar to the proof of Theorem 3.5.
Taking advantage of Theorem 3.2, we rewrite (3.10) first in the form similar to (3.8), and thereafter, for all c > 0, as
(3.12)
Taking advantage of Theorem 3.3, we rewrite (3.12) in the form similar to (3.8), and thereafter, for all c > 0, as
(3.14)
Taking advantage of Theorem 3.4, we rewrite (3.14) in the form similar to (3.8), and thereafter, for all c > 0, in the form similar to (3.9), (3.11), and (3.13). We skip this formula which is straightforward, but cumbersome. u, c, v) . It is just found in Theorem 3.6, and equation that we have to prove is just written in (3.11).
Explicit expressions for
Corollary 4.1. We have
and
Lemma 4.1. For 0 < c < c * , the function M ∞ (u, c, v) is monotone decreasing, as c increases. Proof. For 0 < c < c * , let us show that
For brevity, we confine ourselves with the case v = 0 and differentiate M ∞ (u, c, 0) straightforwardly. We have
Addressing to Mills' ratio M(ξ) =
, and bearing in mind that 1 − ξM(ξ) > 0 for all ξ ∈ R, we get the required result.
Taking advantage of Lemma 4.1, we observe that
, and the function M ∞ (u, c, v) approaches 1 uniformly on 0 < c < c * , as u → ∞. In Fig. 2 , we draw the functions M t (u, c, v) and M ∞ (u, c, v) for v = 0, M = 1, D 2 = 6, t = 100, and u = 15. The former is smooth and monotone decreasing on the entire range of c, while the latter is monotone decreasing, but has a nonsmoothness in the point c = c * . All over 0 < c < c t (u, c, v) and
Proof. Observing that
t (u, c, v) and bearing in mind Theorems 3.6 and 3.7, we have
and the result follows from Theorems 3.2 and 3.3.
Remark 4.1. We have
In Fig. 3 , we draw the function F t (u, c, v) (thick line) and the corresponding elementary components (1 − M c)I
, t = 100, and u = 15.
Summand
. Proof. Observing that S t (u, c, v) equals the sum of elementary components
and bearing in mind Theorems 3.5-3.8, we have
and the result follows from Theorems 3.1-3.4 by means of tedious but straightforward calculations.
In Fig. 4 , we draw the function F t (u, c, v) (thick line) and the corresponding elementary components (see (4.1)) for v = 0, M = 1, D 2 = 6, t = 100, and u = 15.
Proof of Theorems 2.1 and 2.2
We start with the proof of Theorem 2.1. This proof relies on, and is built over the proof in Malinovskii (2017) . Because of the limited volume, we greatly reduce exposition of those its parts which may be found in detail 8 in Malinovskii (2017) . It mainly refers to estimation of residual terms. We will focus on those parts that are new and which allow us to construct more accurate approximation. As before, key formula 9 is
where M (s) = inf{k 1 :
We put y = z − v in (5.1) and rewrite it as
Bearing in mind that T i , i = 1, 2, . . . and Y i , i = 1, 2, . . . are mutually independent, the second equality in (5.1) holds true since
The proof consists of several steps. The steps similar to Steps 1 and 3 in Malinovskii (2017) are technical and aim elimination of the terms that have little impact in (5.2); it may be called preparation of (5.2) for further analysis. It is much the same thing as in Malinovskii (2017) , and we will not repeat the details. We merely recall that Step 1 aims rejection of terms that correspond to small n, for which the event {M (u + cv + cy) = n} has a small probability, as u+cv+cy is large. On this step, we use bounds for probabilities of large deviations of sums of i.i.d. random variables, like in Nagaev (1965) .
Step 3 aims processing of terms that contain z, i.e., defect of the random walk n i=1 Y i , n = 1, 2, . . . , as it crosses the level u + cv + cy (see (5.3)). This is based on application of Taylor formula, and we discuss it below in more detail.
The step similar to Step 2 in Malinovskii (2017) consists in application to the product f * n
2) of Edgeworth expansions 11 in the local central limit theorem (CLT) with non-uniform remainder term. It yields main, correction, and residual terms of the approximation in a raw form. The rest of the proof, which also consists of several steps, is elaboration 12 of all these terms, provided that the required accuracy is always held.
Use of Edgeworth expansions in CLT. For
It is noteworthy that, e.g.,
we bear in
9 It is equation (1.4) in Malinovskii (2017) . 10 It is equation (6.1) in Malinovskii (2017) .
11 In contrast to non-uniform Berry-Esseen bounds in local CLT, as in Malinovskii (2017) . 12 This means simplification, or transformation, when discarded are the terms of allowed order smallness. It will be seen below that the main tool on this way will be a representation of the sums in the form of integral sums and their approximation by the corresponding integrals.
mind that
and take advantage of Theorem 6.2. In this way, we have
where 13 c, u > 0, 0 < v < t,
dydz.
Remark 5.1 (Use of two-dimensional local CLT). Deriving (5.4), we applied Theorem 6.2 to the product f * n Y (u + cv + cy − z)f * n T (y). It is Edgeworth expansions in two-dimensional local CLT. Alternatively, we could consider f * n Y (u + cv + cy − z) and f * n T (y) one-by-one, separately, by applying Edgeworth expansions in one-dimensional local CLT to each of these factors. We preferred to use Theorem 6.2 to get the remainder term R t (u, c, v) in a form better suited for further analysis.
13 Quite the same as in Step 1 in Malinovskii (2017) , we have reduced first the area of summation, rejecting terms that correspond to n Nǫ = ǫ(u + cv), where 0 < ǫ < 1. In the use of estimates like in Malinovskii (2017) , we bear in mind that ET 4 < ∞, EY 4 < ∞.
5.2. Reducing of approximation (5.5) to a convenient form. On this step, we proceed in the same way as in Malinovskii (2017) . First, we make a suitable change of variables. We put x = c y/(u + cv), dx = c dy/(u + cv), and
We represent the summands in (5.5) as follows
In the same way, we write
Second, we develop and use the extensions of fundamental identities of Section 6.2. We set
where B 1 = (ET ) 2 DY + (EY ) 2 DT , B 2 = EY DT , B 3 = ET DY , and B 4 = DY DT , and apply the following identities which proof is straightforward.
Lemma 5.1. The following identities hold true:
The following Lemmas 5.2, 5.3 are straightforward from Lemma 5.1.
14 We bear in mind that Y n+1 d = Y and that cy = (u + cv)x, cdy = (u + cv)dx.
Lemma 5.2. The following identities hold true:
Lemma 5.3. The following identities hold true:
Thus, using identities of Lemmas 5.1, 5.2 and of Lemma 5.3, along with fundamental identities of Section 6.2, we write
n,z (u + cv, x) dxdz, and
Processing of terms that contain
t (u, c, v) and in R t (u, c, v). The same way as in Malinovskii (2017), we will discard the terms containing z, i.e., defect of the random walk n i=1 Y i , n = 1, 2, . . . , holding the allowed accuracy of approximation. We rewrite (5.6) as
Lemma 5.4 (Taylor's formula for exponential term). We have
Proof. For the proof, we apply Taylor's theorem f (z) = f (0) + zf
we have the result.
Lemma 5.5. We have
15 Here and in some subsequent stages of the proof certain cumbersome but evident formulas are skipped and replaced by ellipsis. This refers mainly to remainder terms as here, and is done because of the volume restrictions. The reader will easily restore the skipped formulas.
Proof. The proof of Lemma 5.5 is straightforward from easy equalities
zP {Y > z} dz, and from Chebychev's inequality P {Y > z}
Applying Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 to E t (u, c, v), we reduce it to the sum A t (u, c, v), where
and B
[1]
where
Applying Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 to E
[2]
t (u, c, v), we reduce it to the sum B 
. Applying Lemmas 5.4 and 5.5 to E
[3]
t (u, c, v), we reduce it to the sum
The rest of the proof consists in elaboration of all these summands, when discarded are the terms of allowed order of smallness.
Results needed for elaboration of
t (u, c, v). Before continuing the exposition, we get together some auxiliary results.
Lemma 5.6 (First decomposition of the factor n −1/2 ). We have
Proof. Bearing in mind that
which is easily verified.
Lemma 5.7 (Second decomposition of the factor n −1/2 ). We have
Proof. The proof applies the following iterative process. We start with the identity
which is easy to verify straightforwardly. We rewrite it as
It yields the following representation for n −1/2 :
. (5.10)
We put it in the expression marked with curly braces in the right-hand side of (5.10). This substitution of the expression for n −1/2 into itself yields the result, since
Lemma 5.8 (Processing of exponential factor). We have
Proof. Using Taylor's formula
16
, we have
where by definition of ∆ n (u + cv, x) and equation (5.10), we have
16 Plainly, it writes as exp − 1 2
as required.
Elaboration of A [1]
t (u, c, v) . Let us formulate the main result of this section 17 .
Lemma 5.9. We have
Remark 5.2 (Notation agreement). For brevity, we will use simplified notation with sign ⇒ for the approximation, like A t (u, c, v) approximated by the sum
We can easily prove that the remainder term in Lemma 5.9 is of order O((u+cv) −2 ). But it is not essential since Lemma 5.9, as well as Lemmas 5.10-5.12 formulated below are used as components in the proof of the fundamental Theorem 2.1. The rate O ln(u+cv) (u+cv) 2 in this theorem is due to our estimation of the remainder terms, which details are given in Malinovskii (2017) .
It is noteworthy, using identity (5.9) and Lemma 6.6, that 12) and that
We have
(5.14)
Second stage is transformation of the factor n 1/2 in the summand A 
Bearing in mind (5.12), it is noteworthy that
We have 
We have A u, c, v) by use of Lemma 6.6 applied to the factor u, c, v) . We bear in mind that u, c, v) . u, c, v) . Together with (5.14), (5.16), (5.17), it gives the desired result.
Elaboration of B [1]
t (u, c, v) . Lemma 5.10. We have
Proof. We start with equation (5.8). Using Lemma 5.8 for processing of exponential factor, equation (5.11), identity (5.9) for processing the factor n −1 , Lemma 5.6 to switch to the integral sum and Lemma 6.6 to approximate it by respective integral, and bearing in mind (5.15), and arguing the same as above, we have u, c, v) .
(u, c, v) yields the following result. We have
The proof is complete.
Elaboration of B
[2] t (u, c, v). Lemma 5.11. We have
Proof. Arguing the same as above, we have
It gives the desired result.
t (u, c, v).
Lemma 5.12. We have
The proof of Theorem 2.1 follows from collecting the results of Lemmas 5.9-5.12, and is complete.
Proof of Theorem 2.2. For T exponential with parameter λ, we have
For Y exponential with parameter µ, we have
Bearing in mind that modified Bessel function of the first kind of order 1 is
we put (5.18) and (5.19) in (5.1). We have 
The Berry-Esseen bounds in one-dimensional, as m = 1, central limit theorem (CLT) are well known. The following theorem follows from Theorem 11 in § 2 of Petrov (1975) proved for non-identically distributed random variables ξ i , i = 1, 2, . . . . Theorem 6.1 (Petrov (1975) ). Let Eξ 2 1 > 0, E|ξ 1 | 3 < ∞, and |t|>ǫ |Ee itξ1 | n dt = O(n −1 ) for any fixed ǫ > 0. Then for all sufficiently large n a bounded p.d.f. p n (x) exists and sup
The non-uniform Berry-Esseen bounds in integral rather than local one-dimensional CLT may be found in Petrov (1995) (see, e.g., Theorems 15 and 14 in Ch. 5, § 6 in Petrov (1995) ).
A detailed study of normal approximations and asymptotic expansions in the CLT in R m , as m > 1, is conducted in Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1976) (see particularly Theorem 19.2 in Bhattacharya and Ranga Rao (1976) . The non-uniform Berry-Esseen bounds in R m , m > 1, that is used in Section 5.1 as auxiliary result, is Theorem 4 in § 3 of Dubinskaite (1982) with k = m and s = 2. We first formulate the following conditions. Condition (P m ): there exists N 1 such that sup x∈R m p N (x) C < ∞ and x > √ n x 2 P (dx) + 1 n x √ n x 4 P (dx) + 1 √ n sup e =1 x √ n (x, e) 3 P (dx) = O(ǫ n ), n → ∞, where ǫ n is a sequence of positive numbers such that ǫ n → 0, as n → ∞, and ǫ n 1/ √ n. Condition (A 2 ): β 2 = E ξ 1 2 < ∞, α 1 (t) = E(ξ 1 , t) < ∞.
Theorem 6.2 (Dubinskaite (1982) (1 + x ) 3 p n (x) − ϕ (0,I) (x) = O(n −1/2 ), n → ∞, (6.1)
it is necessary and sufficient that conditions (P m ), (A 2 ), and z x >z x 2 P (dx) + sup e =1 x z (x, e) 3 P (dx) = O(1), z → ∞, be satisfied.
Under similar conditions, with modified (P m ), asymptotical expansions in Theorem 6.2 is (see Dubinskaite (1982) In the case m = 2, for x = (x 1 , x 2 ) we have + Λ n+1 (X , V) 1 − 1 + 1/n . Lemma 6.3. We have the identities
Bearing in mind two standard indefinite integrals −2 = 4(u + u 2 − 4r) −2 = 4( x 2 + 4r + x) −2 , the proof becomes obvious.
